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ASHLEY'S JACKET

A tree in the parking lot
by Tig
Where did she get that coat?
I'm wracking my brain trying to remember ...
one with roundish leaves , a tree with a coat
spread over a bush of nettles
It is a dream image—a nightmare image—
I have not the smallest doubt that the spray of this tree
has fur‐ it is a tree without foundation, it lingers there –
And sprays the fur with a small jet of pressurized steam
tree and the coat covered with mirrors
tree and the NIGHTMARE
I want to remember how it happened. But why
Why did I get involved at all? Sometimes
the greatest betrayals, terribly painful though they may be,
become the source of the greatest spiritual growth. ...
So, in a way, Ashley, 'Thank You.'” Even though
I was only thirteen years old .
we were in 7th grade. Incidentally, Woodlawn Elem. School
was torn down and became a parking lot; A tree was planted
in honor of the recycling winners,. And in honor
of those brave folks who fly into the storms
They gave it fur cuffs and allowed it to wear a coat
in the rain. This is where Ashley got the idea
I guess I should introduce myself... Well Hi I'm

Tig.....please god dont call me TigTrivers
Before I met Ashley, I created a journal for her
I have always been able to sense people
feeling my whole life (good and bad)
somehow I knew Ashley understood Ashley was
gifted, that much was obvious now; it explained why
she could read signs in nature‐‐‐ When she saw
the tree she put her hand to her mouth
me: whatts up?? she said, nuthin much.
Then we went home and ate fruit and watched Bush
become the 43rd president. I cried. I knew Ashley
was thinking about something scary,
my mind was just blank.
that night i ahd a dream that i was in my friends car
eating burger king and the damn dude tried to kill me,
In a moment of synchronisity this giant satan puppet
came out and started howlin' You know
what The Coat is You know
what The Coat is
I was shit scared. I was praying. I woke up with my hand
on the stove with 3rd degree burns
Ashley, she was giving me a strange look,
she had the coat on, she refused to take it off.
I said to myself, "Okay, fine, whatever...
I healed up and let my hands heal up and I just feel ready
man; mentally and physically, I feel ready,
I went to the parking lot with my cell phone
and called my parents. I walked up to the tree and grabbed a clump
of vines that were hanging down and there was a
very tiny pink spot on the trunk 4.5 feet up
I had a sharp drill I stuck a drill into the manifold waterline
The pink dot got bigger, until it wasn't a dot
but a small area of pink then, it wasn't pink
It was a blue explosion with the sillouette of a house inside
I am serious, it blew.
The only reason I was saved was because my parents showed up
just in time. I could sense Ashley's presence IT WAS NAGATIVE
My parents were freaking out and the doctors had to give me
all this medicine because my hand where so sore and raw

where I held the drill in my left hand, my left hand
was on fire! Nothing helped. ...
The next time I saw Ashley I showed her easy words
written on pink paper Do not wear fur this is why
with a picture of the explosion of the A‐bomb on Hiroshima.
Ashley just laughed and sang i LOVE fur. i am jealous
of the furry beasts. i hope i grow a fucking FOXTAIL.
This is my coat for a lifetime! ...
this was the begininng of Jan. Now it is twenty years
later, and I am still here. Ashley is still here
but I'm sure not for long. because the coat has been ruptured
by an outside source. the coat has been disturbed, our fights
are getting volatile
JC is gone now ‐ he passed away in October of 2003
Ashley spends most of her time in her bedroom
pretending college is a bubble far away
that she is floating 250 miles above us in the ...
in the sky coat mass in a coat where I could see
I could see a maze
I could see my memory of Ashley when
that oddest time that January, when a shy kid stuck
a drill into a punky little heap‐leach ,
into the manifold waterline .
in the maze of time ... Seven Lives.
~ASHLEY~, Tig, DJ Dorian, Porshia, Fee,
jc (R.I.P.) & Michael
pause for a shot in high definition.
Ashley's donning some black angel wings
sound of the dial tone, she lets loose a smile
... an open mouth with fur teeth and fur claws.
Seven Lives. we'll keep ringing
seven songs we're singing as a full chorus
We'll just keep ringing the bell
To Save Ashley TO SAVE US ALL.
sing ... bells ring, until that day
when the call is finally answered
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I am fee ring fit already
by Fee
I am “fee
I amfee.
Why is this bad?
I am fee; i haven't seen ashley in forever,
*I am Fee * I live in Glasgow * I Make
music * I love music* Im in Two band's
"fee and the urges" and "kenzie Mack"
Read on
I met everybody in Barranco,
La Candelaria, Here I parted with my god
travel buddy, TB Shoshone. This large coyote
has come with me all the way from Death
Valley, USA. The gang stepped off the bus
Handshakes all around, as well as embraces.
the five of them were poring over the Ops Map,
they evidently knew each other before emigrating.
Dorian and I grin at each other: Yah we like
these crazy people having fun. Tig was drinking
very nicely; well refined, integrated,
while JC and Ashley did the same.
Porshia was busted talkin Boo‐Coo on a gallon of
wine, Michael at this point was just blushing
and laughing. someone proposed a toast

to “our friends, who couldn't come on this trip.”
I remember Ashley's exact words were The heat
is tremendous, the white, hot sky quivers, there
is no mobile phone connection , there is no mobile
phone connection And You're Saying they're
systematically unlucky?
it was true. It was hot, bloody Barranco.
And we were looking at each other sweating
a condition So it was all the more surprising—
Ashley was drenched in a giant fur coat that made her
look like a wooly mammouth with a tiny, but beautiful,
head. .
Attention: This Post Is Not About Ashley This is about
my life as a whole. Ashley is just one proof in my life
of that fact that I am often traveling or deeply engrossed
in life's immediacies! The only major difference is if
I had never met her I would not have this card in my wallet
that allows me to drive my car.
But of course it is more complicated and much
sweeter for both of us than that. Ashley and I
have had conversations in the event if she may die.
I don't think it's just "girl stuff" but a communion with
metaphysical noon , I mean when the sun is on and everything
is working (Yes I mean when the sun actually deigns to shine
on us pitiful blue bugs of Imagination.
she says her death makes no sense. It has to do with that coat
button which the gypsy originally cursed Yes Gypsy curses
are real. Ashley's Gypsy idk. something simple
would balance out the complex plot but Ashley's was more work
Ya look here if u wanna no how this gypsy cursed
thatt jacket , straight from Ashley herself!
Ashley: It was Monday again.
Ashley: I was never in theater in high school. I didn't really
know anyone. I was doing an event in Florida
says Ashley. "At the time, Florida was not a safe haven
for freedpeople. i was half way through my set When a gypsy
band arrives, said ashley. one of them rode up with the request :
u Will you be so.good as to bring me a drink of water? ..
Of course I was singing and dancing the whole time." Ashley
said. I concentrated on my performance, and never thought

of any award or any gypsies and such. Geezus.....
Then one of them backhands me in the face You fucking
twat! and I go way down. It's clean.
The one searching my coat goes. Nothing.
One thing though  looking quizzical ...
And I said what are you looking at? He hit me across the face
with a bat. they were brutalizing minorities, they were Romany Gypsys
They were tugging at my coat, I see my manager being led away
in plastic handcuffs, kids are being torn Now it's a havoc.
Next thing I know the cops move in with the taser
thing. Pointless agression, in my opinion
was effective against gypsy. But before they could get to me
I had fainted dead away. when I woke up Ashley said
they had draped me in a thin robe
I was alarmed; And wheres the coat?... 3 192 SOMEONE HELP ME!!
I piped, flustered and grabbed for my coat while desperately
trying too stand up, the coat was nowhere to be seen.
I searched up and down but stillno signs.
The police doc came and said they were examining it
and had asked experts to visit the flyover. All the gypsies
escaped in a large touring car. except two, who refused
to discuss anything but. Coats and blazers with fur
and beadembellished sleeves ...
the two were being held
for their safety
Ashley [continuing]; they confiscated the coat
It was hot one moment and then suddenly, there's cold wind
blowing out from inside. They brought it to the lab or whatever
in a cement cast. When they opened it all they had was mud
and fragments. “I'm sorry,” the doc said,
ashley: NO I SAID no. I have to see it to believe it. ...
ok” the doc said and led me forward down a long
hall, with many windows looking out upon more hills,
until I dimly saw the murky fanlight over the door. ...
in there," he said
It was a trash can wobbling. Why was it moving?
I look over the rim and there is my coat" Ashley said.
...That's a weird coat... The doc was dumbfounded
He said I was fine and could go home. on my way
out, I notice that he is holding a napkin

in his hand, covering a cut…
im leaving and then i notice its quiet so i look
The gypsy's door to the holding cell is open
Two cops are stabbed on the floor bleeding profusely.
I am seized by a vision seized, in turn, by two
very real hands and reviewed by two very real dark
brown eyes catlike 'gypsy brown eyes' real
psycho eyes 
and the gypsy spoke, Ashley remembers,
Ye are cursed with the curse With a curse ye are cursed!
You are under a curse You are under a curse
truthfully because the coat is cursed. ...
It was already cursed. now it is cursed again
now you are cursed ya cursed, ...
Ashley, concluding
and the button glowed an angry crimson
you can tell it's still kind of buggy.
It's going to kill me when I go to Melbourne.
But until then, this coat will do quite nicely.
yeah...isnt that an interesting story?
… not sure when I'll go yet. Its hard to see the future
with tears in your eyes! i dont know how she stays
so happy all the time haha. Its true she attracts
strange happenings, like that time when her teapot turned
out ... to be haunted
by a dead novelist
or darker shit. ... This has been bugging me since JC's death.
What did that coat to her? did it cost J.C. all
he went thru & did he really die ? ...
he called me twice yesterday!!
i am mailing his phone to him today. ...
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Protagonist must = Unlock the truth ...
by DJ Dorian
MAFPHABHJYVHJYASDFVJYUASDCHYUKVASDASDUIUI!1!1!!! REEBOK RULZ!
Ashley's jam almost hit the floor.
ok, hold on, I am going to man it.
I have to turn down the monitors
while the mix is heating up. When
hearing other DJ's mixing Ashley I am awed, I am
thrilled... the biggest insult to the DJ is to ask
for his notes, Competition is good for dj
and we know each other well enough to work on a fire scene
together without conflict,” , take into consideration
that almost everyone in the scene is flaming at them though.
They want to dance to live music no one likes
djs. They tell me to get padrinos (godparents) and ask
for an amount. Fine I pick $75. I ask for 75 dollars. ...
Ashley gives it to me after a rough night :) she gave me
75 different looks. Gotta love it. ... each one was a mix
of anxiety, second‐guessing, and hope...
Can you open your eyes under water?
That's what mixing is like. Once
you've fixed the bass, the top end
of Ashley's opening number,
an undifferentiated fiddle tune. (More on those later. ...
This can't be the end of Ashley. I keep getting fan letters
for her at my house. She sends me fan mail weekly
with clippings of hair and days‐of‐the‐week
underpants. She fans herself with the fan and starts to wonder
if she is still the same person that she was before. The fan
causes her to shrink again. she is a Fan of
of her own recordings, You can tell she's a fan
of her own music ‐Maybe "dangerously obsessed"
So now she is stalking herself??? She developed
multiple personality disorder after seeing her father kill
her mother.. Her "other" personality messed with the ...
the mix I worked so hard to create. she is ruining her career
with this ridiculous persona.
she would follow her own Capricio.

It's the coat that launched a thousand dramas.
I am DJ of all sorts. I started off as a house dj
i dj ashley, nice to meet you Happy ,your mixes are tops,
unique Check. people like me as a dj a house dj people
i burn tables but then ashley got it
Ashley found coat Ashley started acting…different. I guess
I was too. I kind of felt I felt like my mixes
were getting a little stagnant, Ashley didn't like them
and said she didn't care she just liked the coat.
It was a really killer coat ‐ good quality
She only talked about it, how much she liked it, how
beautiful it was, and the daily haikus she wrote
to it.
and we laid it down in the barn Ashley
treated it like the event was something serious
She pampered it for a while, licked it, with
a dust cloth, clipping imaginary loose ends like
a barber , it has no dings or anything, its nearly perfect .
Ashley's speech ‐ breathy, calm, a shade
she talks like a mother, like she understands
how the fur feels just by looking
like she is in a trance, and she begins to speak
sufficiently determined to mix the coat
with the reality of life after college,
Ashley chants start.]
I feel like the coat was a great find
I am a fan of fur, so I wish the fur
trim on the hood was a little more like the men's artic
coat." Ashley RULZ!!! Nicolevrf. (Reply).
Ashley Shamp, of Katy, and
i Dj Ashley Beadle, Rocky e Diesel, ospite del Nobodys
Perfect ASHLEY I LUV UR MUSIC AND THE SHOWS U ARE IN!
... Ashley I luv
CDE. I put ashley on my wallpaper. I love the song
I put Ashley in the background Ashley, u are my singing
Hi Ashley u are my biggest friend I hope you can come
to my school in NC
I come into the kitchen and she greets me
She is licking envelopes. The letters are addressed
to a variety of individuals, including Pope Pius VII,

(and to Ashley too) ... ten I realize that she is repeating
some names over and They are all anagrams
for different breeds of Dogs. Cocker Spaniel. Poodle. Rottweiler
... and Ashley's name and address
this is too creepy ... Ashley,
ASHLEY! Whoa! Who are you?! Where has this side of you been
I check my mixes on some decent headphones
And it is horible to mention that her track skiing
The track is Skiing in the Fingerlakes
(the part with the swami seeker...) well
within the track, the mix is
... There is a secret message near the end
I become scared....this is in the lyrics....
near the end of skiing. We end up at the very last house
on the road. ashley is singing about her college roommate.
... There is a very quiet voice in the back
"Suicide is a permanent solution
ashleys song is suicide note pt one
.i nearly fell out of my chair
there is another message that comes through loud and clear
I love fur jacket. i love fur jacket. more
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Love in ski country
by Porshia
This is the clue: Ashley plays
the sweet, funny, slightly klutzy
Mandy, the girl‐next‐door type
rather than the prettiest
Not the prettiest girl
on the street but still turns a few heads. (

the prettiest girl on the street was Conrad
Veidt, ... But get this — he's not really
young! He's thirty
and male. Hey, I'm not ageist or sexist! ...
Conrad and Ashley first met in 1957
in a Hollywood bar. Conrad had 16 in his pocket
and not ... not anything entirely new here,
for sure, but Conrad and Ashley
say they have good reasons
for buying . What they bought was a very, very
risky product
, there is a large group trapped by the product. ...
C and A were also chosen
They were trapped
and had dark, almost black, winter coats.
Around this time of history, fur became popular
in the fur industry, causing an enormous ...
an enormous BLACKOUT in the town of Joaquin
V. Gonzalez, ...
Ashley and Conrad were left together. ...
left in the town...and permanently ...
in a building where the landlord has been contracted
by T‐Mobile to place several Mobile phone
antennas and transmitters on but still
no cell phone service so the nice lady at the front desk
had to give them a different room
a room with a speaker phone so you can hear all
the conversation. ... Ashley: Hi everybody!
Ashley: Hi
Ashley: How r u?
Ashley: How r u?
Ashley: Hi everybody!
Ashley: hi
Ashley: Hi everybody!
Ashley: Hi everybody!
miriam: Hi everybody!
miriam: whats up
Miriam came with the bowl of water and stood
was slim and vigorous, with a kind of easiness
even in his most hasty him absorbedly.
"C" and "M" are not close. ashley is ok

with him just gets a little jealous
The 2 members of the team, we dealt with Ashley
and Conrad, were professional, knowledgeable
and very patient. they were in the room
for 3 hours! ... They were in the room for
over two hours. they were in the room for the
amount of time, for approximately 10 days,
God, I wish Ashley would shut up.9:02 PM
Ashley:o ok wait dont forget your cellphone ...
Ashley you've had a cell phone for ...
.....this whole time your puttin my name out
there as being a liar when this whole damn time
you've been the liar..... tell Conrad
you're secretly in love with him?
[10:52:40 PM] ashley: what about it?
I'll spill if anyone wants to hear it, but
I warn you: it's almost too unbelieveable
to be true. Ashley: no u cant.
conrad> wut 21:35:12 Ashley: Great, now
he's probably thinking that I want to hook up
with him or something. Ashley:
Ugh...*hangs up*
“Ash, did you just‐?”
around this time. M got clocks for gifts and
Everyone watched the clock all day. It drove me nuts.
Conrad lit a cigarette, squinting Lady Miriam
sat close beside him, Ashley froze,
her eyes locked on his: Ashley:(froze)
Ashley: I cant... I don't
feel good..
conrad, cmon dude,
lets be honest here. u like Miriam. Nic: Yea,
I think so too. ... yea I guess we all think so.
the only obstacle preventing Ashley from reaching
the castle. ... people like Conrad
are nothing ... Burnsy 618: fuck you
conrad FUCK YOU CONRAD. cheers mang,
Excerpts from Conrad's diary ‐ full version online:
... just slept with this girl dude..
ashley is gonna be so pissed at me...

Ashley is sooo down‐to‐earth ... Ashley
is sooo down‐to‐earth I am older than her
and she is a sexy vibrant young woman and ...
"I dont care how she feels right now
Jeff to be honest!"
Who is Jeff and what
is he about. Jeff "Im just an illusion"
omggggg..i hate jeff! ... See this is the problem
Jeff. ... Jeff and Conrad (oozing masculinity)
You two make me sick." Ashley said
just as JC came running back down the stairs. ...
JC: Am I late?
ASHLEY!!!" Jc began to shout. He was so drunk
the words just slurred out of his mouth. ...
"Hello, Ashley?" JC said into the phone. ... Ashley
was on the phone, yelling. "YOU HAD NO RIGHT!"
she thought he was, C. But he was JC, who stayed unruffled
at the oddest times. ..
"JC! Hey." Ashley grinned Ashley! its been so long. hahah
how are you babe? You aren't the little girl
you think back to who was raised by your Mom. ...
you aren't the little girl with crooked pigtails 5 years later
and don't ...
... please dont tell me Ashley cut her
BEAUTIFUL long hair!!!!
Ashley giggled into her hand. ...
over the speaker phone I could hear
I could hear Miriam gasp loudly Miriam's
voice, fragile and excited I could hear Miriam
's pathetically girly, "Oh, I could hear Conrad
saying "You're solid. ... and even Jeff,
our skeleton in the crows nest ...I could hear Jeff.
Jeff kind of makes me crazy. ... nick too.
i heard
long away from where we are now ... the trap is gone,
and there's bits of something on the floor
everyone is skiing at their comfortable level. ...
Outside the ski season,
we are inside enjoying some hot chocolate
JC is wearing a 2XL, and ashley is wearing
her jacket! same fur jacket! cool outfit dear!!

The whole gang gathered around the resonator.
A tender moment. snapshots of the whole gang gathered
around the crusher‐stemmer , photos of everyone
enjoying some freshed steamed crabs,
really enjoying the ski lift chair ride....
"Yeah, but do you think Ashley and JC will ever get together? ...
Just then Ashley and JC came into the room.
" Me and Ashley have something to say also" ...
Flashback a few hours
Ashley and JC pulled into Loveland ski area
with a lineup of enthusiasts ready to try the skis.
Everyone got their first legitimate face shots of
the season. –It Was Dumping‐
they got out of the car, they smelled the rich carnations
and the fragrant mignonnette , they approached each other.
Hands flicked out like a bubble like a lizard,
hot and wet You could see
there was some tenson in the air
November, was glowing with their affair. ...
they were standing next to a curtain wall
wall of winter air. ... standing next
to each other. It was soooooooo
adorable. ... "Thank you so much JC"
Ashley said as she gave JC
the most passionate kiss
they ...
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Ashley's jacket
by Michael
Ashley is in the black fur jacket. Ashley
is an atheist.
Hey, My name is Ashley. My whole family
is Christian, but I think that
all this religion shit
Michael is 27 years old, retired, and lives
with his girlfriend Christine in the Great Neck
neighborhood of Long Island.
Whatever is on your mind, Michael is here
to listen, discuss and help.
We all have a calling, teaching, working
what ever. (two year mission,
which you pay for; I went to England)
Megan Alatini has also said that. I agree,
that is why Ashley and Michael
are succeeding
This is not a clear‐cut opinion,
but a spiritual experience,
Ashley is hardly the only child
rejecting God these days. Firstly,
Ashley is not here to defend herself
and secondly,
You know Ashley is hurting
and needs healing
God You know where Ashley is
she is in the computer room with dirty dishes
i go to pick them up and she says to leave
one cannot tell if ashley is sickly.
Now, Ashley is at the center
of new plastic surgery
rumors for below the neck
Ashley is a troubled kid.
is felt by many
Michael and Ashley have been in touch

via letters, but haven't yet met.
The "rules" are included,
but Michael stresses that they are not hard
and fast rules. Rather they are guidelines
to get you started.
Ashley is getting started working for the day.
all looking shy and biting her lip again
Soooo cute. Ashley laughed a little
of what Michael said, but the two boys seemed
really nice. I'm Ashley.
I just wanted to make friends
with that kid.
You have to remember that Ashley is off her head
on meth most of the time. Fucking Ashley is high
on Turkish coffee. Destroying everything.
She threw it on the floor and said
"that's my art"
wow. then Brad came in the computer room
and was soaken wet. "Brad what the hell
is wrong with you?" "what?" Kevin was there,
wearing all of his various musical hats.
kevin:hey ashley its kevin
ashley:oh hey,wats up
kevin:well,i was wondering if u wanted to go out tonight
ashley:sure
kevin:ok ill c ya at 6
ashley;ok,c ya
kevin:bye
just then brad came in
brad:who was that
ashley:no 1
brad;it was kevin wasnt it
ashley:maybe
Brad is really Ashley's friend
that Michael is trying to steal
(he's succeeding). Michael yelled at Kevin
then turned to Simon. "What are you doing here?
Ashley said "WHOA!
whats up Kev?? Kevin‐Not much...*he looks
kinda sad now* Chelsea‐whats wrong??

Kevin‐nothing*he walks
Initially when I started
my performance, I didn't know
there were so many people with nothing to do.
I walked along the line and saw Coast Guard
people away from their boats,
It's never easy to summarize a legend
But I am telling you, these people better recognize
that they're taking away prime sleep
and snuggle time with my fur babies.
i love ashley's fur jacket/sweater thing.
olsens are the only people
i can think off
who can pull off
any type of fur and look right.
she always re‐wears
it in inventive ways
I love Ashley's Jacket and Rachels boots
I love Ashley's Jacket and Rachels boots
I do get goose pimples
goosebumps over some of this Atheist stuff.
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The devotion and its reason
by Tig
forget about Brad
Kevin, Miriam, Conrad & Jeff
& Megan Alatini. who knows
where they are in life,
This is about one team
Seven lives.Seven stages.
Seven Chances somewhere
along the way...
A clarified timeline will aid
I met Ashley first
next Porshia aka P~PrIzZle ...
Then Michael got involved
before JC came into her life.
then we met Dorian and fee
while on‐site At BARRANCO,
then JC's death then Ashley's
Song recorded by Dorian in 24‐Bit
sound, then now....Right now
hey how did jc die ...
jc died after an altercation
in a tavern noted for its lack
of television, He died from fifteen
to twenty minutes after the accident,
and was buried without any careful examination
into the cause of death. ...

As Michael and JC were quite often mischief makers,
They got along fine and really you could not tell
the age difference in them. The letter addressed
to him, from JC, just the day before
JC's death. JC had been living
in Colorado for the time
he had been gone.
It was skiing for everyone, not just the die‐hard
big mountain skier, as was the perception
at the time. Even Porsha was looking much better
from the Colorado sun. A slight British accent
reveals her origins. ... But her story later
Ashley brightened perceptibly
and she even became religious for about 6 months.
I absolutely loved that Ashley was religious.
I tried to show her by being real slow and holding
my hand close the the wall and grabbing
her attention with my shadow and
my hand. ...
So what about the fight itself?
Well, it wasn't much of one. It was the attic
of the house. JC was just looking like he wanted
to have a relaxed sparring session. Oh and nice job
JC slipping oscar's jab. No one knows why Oscar
was chosen for this distinction, but chosen he was.
No one knows why Oscar tried the leaves
of the lillium, but he did, and he's
sadly now gone. two men are dead, and
it means nothing in the great scheme of things;
but to many of us, it means ALOT! ... it means
our world is a little smaller. Diminished by the light
given off by yet another ...
Oscar] He stayed in the attic a long time.
J.C. came up *over* the table swinging.
they had had a drunken feeling resulting
from words having multiple meanings Held Over
From dinner, insults are passed around the table
like appetizers, In Colorado at the ski hills. ...

Oscar he went for a chair shot and ddt'd him on it
before throwing him back in to the ring for
a two count. ... Oscar's face was large and pale and
putty‐coloured ‐ 'moonlike', ... JC's face
was stone but his body was on full alert
JC bled for three days afterward, Oscar
"bled significantly" and both died in
their own homes.
around the time of JC's Passing outside
a van blew up. there was also a helicopter announcing
over a loudspeaker, telling the children that Jc
was enhanced in the Yi‐X. Cai.i^Bai‐o.ixCuaO^
series, that he was a weapon created to kill
super heroes. Logically, the next step
is to create a weapon that can kill him,
but that's not ...
That's not what Oscar stood for, that's not the life
he led, so don't mar the image of Oscar. He was trying
to be a peacemaker he wanted to protect and care for
the supernatural value of human human suffering
the problem was, the coat serves as the material
in which that value
is expressed.
NOW the Problem is of course the value of the Coat
in question, this muddles the water some.
If it had been simply a leather jacket, value 50.00
dollars American, no one would have made any fuss
over it at all, coat returned, not even noteworthy,
but we all attach much more significance
to a coat that is extremely harsh, and which has power
over everything because it is within and on
high‐Christ
The devotion to the Holy Coat has been already so well described by numerous
writers, But are we certain that God's reasons for evil would be evident to us, can we
be sure that it is God speaking when we hear Him? ... I think the coat is not right. The
devil has many schemes. the coat, is one of the sexiest
and they got killed over it.
The thing I don't UNDERSTAND
is what Porsha
how Porcia orchestrated Oscar's fight

with JC.If she was the one to hire
Wasserman ‐‐ that's Oscar
then who's behind it? (Who's
controlling her).
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Sad day some day
by Ashley

so im ashley... I would lie
to my family I would lie to protect
LIFE, including atheists on Yahoo that
I don't know
my friends well .. I tired to know
each and everyone of my friends .. their
likes, dislikes, behaviour, be their
confidate where ever they go.I'm this way
bc. every 2 yrs. we had to move since
dad was a civilian in the military (or
something along those lines) My coat dulled
to the color it is now, (it used to be bright
red). SO i picked a mahogany red color
and tried fastly but this one stayed

I am in Love with Louisiana The coat
its name is pronounced "Louisiana Style"
and secondly the phrase, "We're still here"
YES it's magic yes it's what unravel everything
at the beginning but stop there
and we didn't hear it again
when J.C. died
I put it on my back
I got a message
the coat sends is that if you want something,
make it happen
“Benjamin Franklin” by Walter Isaacson is
my favorite account of Franklin's life.
He knew about Brevard, NC, and
Michael he is worse today more
then he has ever been
I suppose it's because I'm a performer, and
Halloween comes but once a year‐and
there's There's a fucking moth on my
window,and it's ... I don't like
them TIG would be how to go
about it
he would kill it
Now' secrets! my dad bought
the coat he was at first very pleased with
it. However, he became almost immediately
very anxious and depressed he left for
Camp Lejeune I went to the dance,
a boy kissed
I was so happy :)
Michael, Porshia And Tig, my Tig ‐‐
I just got off the phone... my nose
is a bit sore nightmares and hot pepper
It's hard for me to not have pop, and I
don't count diet as pop, Is‐Coat
is coat, and it's no "1" in it, but listen
my coat, do not listen, My Coat
is a brilliant song that can be
loosely classified as mysterious
elements such as the arrival in Chile

of a friend of Charles Horman Which I
i will talk about now! Well, since i'm not
working at Massage Envy anymore, i
have alot of free time on my hands,
I learned about different cultures and how
important it is to find a murderer
when no one else will even
I'm having trouble believing I said
it. This morning I awoke after a luxurious
lie‐in: It came to me like that. I compose
the music My coat was worming me
Charles Horman Charles Horman The story
of Horman's murder
as later made into the movie “Missing,"
starring Jack Lemmon and Sissy Spacek (ugh,
my mom is making me join the New Caprica Police
I have to go to another post
to bitch about it.
gentrification of davis
Oscar? Who's Oscar? Oh You mean that green
frog that, Little Tyke cookie jar, vaccum
cleaner, baby dolls . We met in the park
He wanted to help the people he considered
the citizens (jacket).... including me!!
porshia its porshia spelt with a shia (and
everyone else) (not JC oscar said to
jc. why don't look in mirror jc
you will be seeing your going
to see snakes very shortley
yes or no hey you could be drinking
a bourbon and coke right now so really who
is the lucky one hmmm bourbon and coke or work?
I had to stop drinking coffee after he died
They both died because of me Because I
can't deal with my own emotions.And after
fighting, I didnt care that he was
my boyfriend and whatever
corpse,
so I'm wondering did Dad also have this
cruel streak? did it Was it that he had become

extremely emotional made some excuses, and tearfully
proclaimed, “She's my world!" MOI: A called the
Military fiilli and heavy ‐ a joyless, unreposing
eye on his face He told them JC was just talking
to the bus driver on September 2, 1989 the terrorists
posed as construction workers, They blew up a
convoy
or something) but, probably, you'll find it in yahoo
or google. I'm sure others will have other advices
(if he did make some specific suggestions by saying,
"Hmm...I could open and shut my hand and another
friend killed mysteriously helicopters are seen
overhead that appear to be illusions
our house? It's wacky,
so yeah i would say so. Source(s): me but
the jacket is cut well and the whole look is
casual but formal in a way It's hard to
differentiate between reality and jacket
I'm plenty warm and my mind long gone I got
really into my colors. I would look at the box
of crayons and see all these wonderful colors
I have planned out for the entire project
first tig project in Engineering. He dies
Michael needs to break out anyway Louisiana's
"balanced treatment" will make sure you are rid
of conspirators, like our man here Dorian. But
but i'll let Fee serve you * and Porsha
is no longer frendz its something
different.
So, just to be clear and up front... My dad
was behind the viewfinder. he killed the son
for the clear account He supports me in all
that I do ‐ Louisiana, too? I thought we just
covered that, yes he's covered that :giggle:
well...congrats Louisiana Lady your my
favorite!!! Turn up the heat in this
place!!! (Yes, I know I'm wearing a giant
coat. I reach into my pocket for some reason,
and I find part of one of the swimsuits
Fuck did you kill some swimmers but definitely
louisiana you ought to have your own TV Channel

night night guys. Dr_Dilly: hm...
interesting. Sean70: lol
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Alive and more vigorous than ever
by J.C.
I Did Not Die. Do not stand
at my grave and weep. I am not there. I
didnt die. I am just busy I didnt die I
just knocked myself out I didnt
die. The staricase began moving, and
I didnt die like Meliissa
She was my first patient. This was really
tragic not only because Melissa was such
a beautiful but because she was made
from my mother's mink and my mother
was a true "angel. they both died
because they got killed trying to save
you from being taken away from evil.
Ashley you would have enjoyed seeing
them try some hard stuff, But the jacket
is a work of art they didn't stand a
chance. The professor claims I'm simply
churning negative
My family and/or friends know what I'm
about. I didn't die. Didn't even get a
scratch. the other guy went home with
the purse Of Dead I went to my car and
turned on the radio it was like smeone
had hit a reset switch on my memory I do

not know how
I set off to research this topic and
found myself writing the following, which
I think turned out to be worth the excruciating
wait. With the title floating around for years
I finally came to the realization that there
really is no point in dwelling on anything
but Ashley's jacket
The title is from a poem by Samuel Johnson
"The Vanity of Human Wishes": "Time hovers
o'vr, impatient to destroy/And Ashley's jacket
is so crazy I love it. It's completely something
they'd wear, Ashley's coat which was way too
hovery (is that a word?)
Find me a brand new song to sing! I feel fucking
reallx good when I fucking her, and she is saying
fuck! and hold her the girl of my dreams
literally. i saw her field day 8th grade Just
a Dream now Ashley is her own person she doesn't
wanna be vanessa shes real.
but clearly there is art behind it. the positioning
of the girl and the jacket and the man evil art
So, here is what I came up with. It's nothing
fancy, but hey! I'm just learning :) I will
remove my hat when I enter the classroom of
the Future , and similarly I
am fucking prepared I am going to show you how
to cut a supernatural fucken jacket
off! =/ grrr..... its not going ta be
easy but im preparing myself for da challenge
and i pray that thing doesn't have automatic
detonation OK, so
once everyone knows the moves Michael will arrive
at the circumference of the circle of the jacket
tube cross section engages the jacket tube
then TIG will do the job. The operator
‐ that's me ‐ can moderate
I don't want to say anything more it will
fail. Why? Because, the areas named don't resolve

to anything ‐ we haven't defined them yet the
jacket will hang the damn jacket Ashley
jacket. Ashley We will choose
ashley not demonics
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final 'winks' are not easy
by Tig
me again, narrating the meaning
of the coat of the war. ..., what happened? for
example when Ashley took "E" and hooked up
with Shawn, which sent Mimi spiraling out
of control and attacked Belle and told her that
that Michael had finally succeeded in killing
his sister ‐‐ yes, ashley. so there were 5
revelations that were revolutionary ‐‐
once I learned one of these the other
four were produced as
a side effect
that Revelation was a giant CONSPIRACY
that everyone but me knew about. ...
Because they were older, or maybe because
they finally realize their role in this effort.
Hundreds of people working for this coat
that is on my back,
Yes, I made the bunny and duck. But copied them
from the desings I saw in the Myriad Toys
catalogue. They are what I have called

(U0)s. ... that implies using symbols; modifies
the judgements of others with the aim of steering
them in intended directions
problem is, when I went to My Profile to update,
I realized that I couldn't do it because it would
update to ... Ashley's account. How does Ashley
access her account Obviously, it's the same
DAMN COAT that everyone else is wearing
she had hidden them under a rock by the sea
the scrolls of the coat that powered the satanic
bible hallmark keepsake so when I saw the
homemade cross and and a bib, I knew that
I had been screwed over
She switched the song to her favorite and started
using the coat (which she didn't really need),
it wasn't there. physically, She had been replaced
with a physical projection of a girl, who in my mind
had the power of the new moon and the darkness
of the eclipse of love
In short, she was utterly silly, as she herself
admitted she was seven , all seven of us had
to live in her and become a man. Little did
I know I was holding on to the man By Trying
To Act A Part deactivating the associated
relic.
The coat was not the coat, unexceptional in its
cut, The coat was made from old cassette
anthems Ten Years the coat disguised us
while we delivered gifts to it, that these
contributions are necessary to its survival
we were able to be pawns! Right, Jasiri?
you have been an inspiration to us all
you the reader (but if I am doing my job
You are not reading my Legends carefully
but instead gazed directly at the source of
the whole process of representation
last weekend I chaired a conference panel
about isolation and marginality, you know,

the essay "Explanations and I wore the
false coat? everybody is wearing mask,
Anyway, whatever, this is why I
say it (doesn't matter how I say it), The
coat is not meant to be worn by a man.
I don't care how gay or metro he is this
is a larger concept than 1, 2, or 3
individuals, but 7 lives
Glinting joke
which you are
seven lives of astronauts
facing stresses I
believe of it no ball. your
praat shits, joke coat
or Jacket
(Ashley's armor). There's a lot of wreckage
around here. Let's not die in a sh!thole. you're
talking from inside: "If you roll a seven, you get
to decide
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Process notes
Other than Chapter 5, which was apparently written differently, this book was written
according to the following process:
ARBITRARY SEARCH RESULT TITLE
arbitrary initial google/yahoo search result:
>> "ashley's jacket is a part of her own"
next segment (at least two words long) must
be an exact phrase search result beginning
with "own," for example:
>> "own her jacket is slick and ..."
then the redundant "own" is subtracted. and
so on, proceeding always from the last word
of the previous segment
>> "and so on and you know and then maybe
getting results or maybe not"
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